[Dose-dependent haloperidol modulation of the amplitude-time characteristics of the thalamo-cortical responses of the rabbit sensorimotor cortex in ontogeny].
The fact of marked neuroleptic modulation of the amplitude-temporal parameters of thalamo-cortical responses (TCR) of the sensorimotor cortex (SMC) in the range of "the therapeutic haloperidol window" and the psychotoxical phase was established in early postnatal ontogeny of rabbits. The gradual increase of blood haloperidol concentration was accompanied by non-harmonic increasing variations of the level of neuroleptic modulation of the amplitudes of separate TCR components. These dose-dependent variations with alternation of depression and potentiation of TCR components were observed not only in psychotoxical phase, but also inside "the therapeutic haloperidol window". In retarded, infantile individuals the lower threshold of haloperidol modulation of amplitude parameters of TCR SMC was observed in comparison with normally developing animals. In contrast to the amplitude parameters, dose-dependent modulation of latent periods of different components of TCR SMC was not of oscillatory but exponential character. This can testify to participation of different (by electrogenesis, biochemistry, and structure) neuronal pools in the processes of neuroleptically induced reorganization of amplitude and time markers of TCR SMC.